
Interregnum 
Runner-up Castlemaine Poetry Prize 2016 

 

Nothing.  

Nothing moves.  

No leaf, no blade of grass 

No feather-flicker differentiates the comatose 

from bliss. 
 

The slipstream of cars falls behind, faints on the bitumen; 

a dog-shaped displacement of air follows its mass 

birds leave lines of semaphored intent indented in their wake 

a butterfly weaves lightning scars on the invisible. 
 

The breath, 

the air within the pot, 

the space between the breaths,  
 

the meditatory interregnum    

hiatus of an early morning summer-autumn slough 

the trough between a life’s expulsion-inspiration, 

the vacillating glide to terminus,      

the solstice-stop of time when nearing death.  
 

The morning has forgot to wake. 

The world has had enough      

has made a stand 

      still 

stopped turning, 
 

tired of spin. 
 

earth’s regnum hangs in soporose suspension  

guard dropped 

diurnal journey jolted. 
 

The train of thought has stopped: 

All alight. 

This is where we get off. 
 

No!  See?!  

- there is no platform at the siding 

no connecting line 

no substitutive destination 

no All change here. 

 

This is all we’ve got.  



Macrocosm 
Published Poetry Matters, Issue 27, July, 2016 

 

 

 Tell me more of clouds, 

the inner mind of storms, 

the churning precognitor 

of power in all its forms. 

 

Expound to me the hot 

volcanic wombs of earth 

birthing furnace-red 

new forms with every breath. 

 

Brief me on the sea, 

its psyche-currents, tides, 

ebb and urgent surge 

and amniotic mind. 

 

Search the soul of wind, 

the chariot of change 

courier of climate 

and stratospheric range. 

 

Wise me up on will, 

how inspiration sparks? 

what opens flows of love? 

and powers human hearts. 

 

Unearth the energies 

of water, orb and air  

by which our planet gives 

the seasons and the year 

and there is nothing more 

I need to hear. 

 



Annunciation 
Published in Poetry Matters, March 2016 

 

 

Footsteps echo through 

the corridors of longing 

that do not bring you nearer. 

 

Car sounds rise to forte 

then slide away, 

   thin-angled sounds ... 

               ... legato hope. 

 

Waiting is 

the hope that never comes, 

        prosaic voices on the phone. 

 

Each footfall of attenuated time 

  closes a door, 

 

announces: 

           I am alone. 



Memorial to Merchandise 
For Anzac Day 

Published in Poetry Matters, March 2016 

 

 

When young men go to war 

they often choose, 

go willing to the sacrifice 

to ‘have a go’ 

like hero gods 

fulfilling destiny, 

following their stars. 

 

When young men go to war 

they go off singing - 

invincible 

until the kill, 

the maiming and the scars, 

the fields of bones. 

Returning hallowed. 

 

Pubs and marches,  

clubs, memorial arches 

arbours of honour, bugles, pulpits, odes 

recite the ritual codes of  

‘for their country’ and ‘their nation’s pride’. 

 

And not an honest burgher will deride 

the rhetoric 

and none upbraid: 

‘They died for trade’. 

 

 

 

 



Takeover 
Published in Poetry Matters, Issue 26, 2016 

 

 

Wisdom of the Old Woman, the wicca, the wit, the wit-ch 

knowing the ways of the moon, the days of the belly 

gestating herbs and healing in still rooms, skill rooms  

suddenly 

brought to raking ashes 

by the new men of book and bell 

pumpkin green with envy and enlighten-ment-al blocks on what fits Eve’s daughter, 

stealing her shoes 

pinching their phallic hubris, by degrees, into her lived-in last by the conceit of balls, 

dancing in Godfather gowns through new halls of learning, 

mediaevals on the make 

old men of hook and hell take momentum’s reins 

reptilian outriders pantomime priests off to the party  

slavering for a feast of original sin hanging on for the coach ride torches high 

reciting the economic rationalism of the stake,  

cash converters 

stirring the bottomless psychic pot of fear hear-say hear say heresy  

to skim the floating witches to the top garnishing their loaves and fishes with 

seared seers served up burning.  

  

Now these uninitiate, men whose breasts never fill, whose bellies never swell 

who never menstruate or parturate, 

time our contractions by their golf swings, 

slice the pear before their morning tea break. 



The Purring of a Cat 
Castlemaine Poetry Prize 2015, Highly Commended 

 

 

There are no words to describe the purring of a cat- 

thrrrrrrrrnng-thrrrrng, thrrrrrrrrnng-thrrrrng, thrrrrrrrrnng-thrrrrng 

- something like that. 

 

The sound of hearts-need slated, solaced snuggle lust;  

claw-pawing sound of ease, self-confident as silk 

- the sound of trust.   

 

Comfortable as the foam upon a wave 

the door of home, the smoke of  chimneys, smile of lips 

- the sound of safe. 

 

This sound of cosy, murmur-murmur- murmur-mur 

the sound of homely, of impregnable aplomb, 

of privilege assured, of meant-to-be-ness 

like the fittingness of rings 

and the absolutely right of things. 

 

 

I would like to be able to purr. 



Sometimes the Hills 
Poem of the Year, Australian Poetry, December, 2014 

Published in Australian Poetry 

 

Sometimes the hills 

from my window 

are just a flat blue wash. 

 

Sometimes every tree stands out 

as light’s fingers 

part their hair, 

search strands, grooming. 

 

Sometimes with sunset looming 

when glow steals over paddock-scars, 

the green turns gold. 

 

Always the never-satisfied clouds 

- silver linings flaunted or concealed 

beneath black combat jackets - 

never certain, never still, 

redo their disguises, redraft roles 

 

(How do I look this way?)  

 

soft heads toss, 

nonchalantly preening in the mirror of their skies. 

 

Sometimes pairs of  birds fly past, 

living in the now. 

 

Liminal, the moment lingers. 

 

* 



The Indestructible 
   Highly Commended, Castlemaine Poetry Prize, November, 2014 

On a dream of my father almost ten years after his death 

and on what would have been the 62
nd
 anniversary of his wedding. 

 

Knuckles … … an old man’s knuckles ... 

if  I could draw them,  were I an artist 

I could show you 

that poignant parchment of a life drawn over bones 

elected to view by my Machiavellian dreams, 

cells and sinews synthesized by their somatic schemes. 

 

Knuckles straining … hand on hand 

cupped  socket-like on bole, 

gnarled, knobbed, knotted:    both grip and walking stick; 

control holding his whole will, 

his whole world of uprightness,  upholding 

his last chance of erectus      

in this stance. 

 

Knuckles … taking the whole strain of wrist, arm, shoulders, 

neck, spine, pelvis, legs and feet 

that once maintained their own momentum in his life-force years,  

holding and beholding          - such things beholding:   

trenches, discipline; ambition stolen 

like a rug from under ego by the years  

       

      of knuckling down! 
 

Firm as the will, the face; jaw set as the knuckles - 

but willing none to see … … concern; 

yet in it, those who can,         discern  

- by half a laughter line embarrassed to have met 

   his mouth, and flickered over tense eyes like a net - 

a glimmer of the indestructible 

 

that metal cannot cut, nor fire burn, nor water wet, nor wind dry up  

and body-fills the membranes of my mind. 

The poignancy as real as tears. 
 

What is your reality … … your myth …  

Holding postures?  Standing firm? 

My thoughts fly round, appealing for a message.  

 

As real in this post mortem image, as ever you were unreal to me in life, 

the essence of an eros, costumed and psyche-fleshed 

for this one night stand on my dream stage. 



 

Your visit moved me so. 

 

 I’ll just hold that strange emotion in my head 

- fishing in the labyrinth with a Theseus’ thread - 

this underworld gift of psychic life, newborn from the dead.  
 

* 



Phillip Island Interlude 
Shortlisted, Positive Words End-of-Year Competition 2014 

 

This is as life on earth was meant to be - 

this evening after storm. This harmony 

of nature, sunset softly sifting through the bay, 

this golden time of day 

when all the world's in rhyme.  

All the world I see   

slides satin-soft around the shoulders of my mind 

and I unwind. 

The clouds sail to their harbour past the hill,  

the trees so still - against the sky so still - 

the sea folds neatly into sand 

whisper smooth, sshsh-sshsh-sshsh 

it scarce dare move. 

Not a sound is heard 

except the flutter of its fingers and 

the wings of birds. 

 

Oyster satin bay now 

pink-blue-gray 

fold yourself away 

careful not 

to wake a wilder day. 

 

* 



Homo Surfiens 
Commended, FAW Tasmania Poetry prize, August, 2014 

 

Hover on water   

  young man, 

arms outstretched like wings 

above your board.  You can 

glide with the seas 

as gulls above you 

surf on waves of air. 

 

  Only they're 

in their element. 

            

       You dare 

to pit your skill 

where you're not meant: 

 

To walk on water, 

  that's your will. 

                         

       Will power, 

         wit power, 

              muscle power, 

combined against the muscle of the sea. 

 

 It bashes up old rocks 

 and flattens several faces of the earth. 

 

You twist and turn and mount. 

 

  In your stride 

         you ride 

         its power like a toy. 

 

There has evolved another species. 

Darwin would have found a better word 

for this maligned thing - 

half boy, half king; 

half beast, half sea-bird;  

part dolphin: lives on surf ... 

that plays the sea by day 

                 and land by night; 

that challenges the might of waves, 

    and wins,   

        yet has no fins. 



Roses of the South 
Long-listed for Australian Poetry Journal Anthology 2014 

Short-listed Castlemaine Poetry Prize 2011 

 

‘Roses of the South’ 

The Strauss 

always sets my mind twirling 

back long ago 

a-waltz with my beau 

{who was not really so} 

dancing partner, 

half  friend, 

one step forward, 

         two backward, 

‘… in your right hand your posies, girls, 

boys: right arm round their backs, 

now, one-two-three 

one-two-three, forward 

           and bend - 

lightly, 

             politely…’ 

 

We were both so naive, 

so shy 

you could just not believe ... . 

The roses  

stayed unopened buds.  

I loved him for years... 

home, I’d cry 

virgin-girl tears ~ 

unrequited, 

unkissed, 

hardly touched, except arm at an elbow ~ 

why we missed 

I never will know. 

We were suited. 
 

The love-bruise still hurts 

when I press it with might-have beens. 

 

Roses of the South 

stayed unopened buds. 
 

* 

 

Life calls the tune 

and no roses are strewn. 



 

One-two-three,  

one-two-three, 

one. 



Sunday Afternoon Drive 
Highly Commended, Castlemaine Poetry Prize, 2012 

 

Today we drove into the autumn hills 

where green baize bushes spurted startling spills 

of bright red beads in clusters - like a girls’  

game:  let’s thread the needle - in red lacquered whorls. 

Then on the cafe cloth, in red and green 

like berry bushes, danced Bavarian men. 

 

The weeping mountains dried their tears, and ours, 

and glimpsing such a view: of reservoirs 

with velvet valleys; lone birds soaring free - 

like friendship, comfort, independence - we 

played out a game for women who’ve been hurt 

and felt red blood beads startle when they spurt 

on green lives.  Out  of practice, guiltily, 

we laughed and spent too much on cakes and tea. 

 

 



Movement at the Station 
Highly Commended, Castlemaine Poetry Prize, 2012 

 

They come in waves, 

on automatic pilot, 

consciousness in some far place, 

awareness nowhere, 

 

the route well travelled 

magnetized to meet with boot 

and shoe soles, 

forcing movement 

  like an exercise machine 

no pausing    leg shafts 

catching up their matching action 

back to fore and back to fore 

so forwardly propelling 

every body in the pack 

along their black inevitable track. 

 

Faces blank, 

the humanness behind 

is left behind, projected on  

- in fairness - somewhere? 

 

Relentless.   

Honed to their course,      

leaderless yet with cohesive force.    

Knit molecules;  

the weave, the net,  

invisible but  

for some Horde-ic morning  law, 

impenetrable by a normal 

counterstride: incursions slide,   

ward off.    

Wait for the spate. 

They come in waves,  

   the peak commuter tide. 

 



OIL SLICK 
        Commended, Castlemaine Poetry Prize, 2012 

 

‘Where is your faith?’ I’m asked. 

 

Where should it be?    

I have faith in the faithful,  

trust in the trustworthy and I believe in proof. 

 

My faith 

is keeping true within me 

aloof 

from bribes 

of silvery acceptance 

   and vibes 

of good form. 

 

My faith is not a rock 

which when tapped with zealot’s rod 

pours out shock waves from god 

to drown humanity. 

 

Souls, poor limp things 

are swallowed, like oysters, whole, 

whenever the great 

shepherds of the sheeplike 

open their mouths, 

open the red seas 

of duty to insanity ...   

 

Faith is the oily  smile 

that stills the storm 

of all reform. 

 

Faith is the status quo 

of wanting not to know. 

 

My faith  

is grounded in the I of  me, 

   ever to see 

   the seed of my soul   

striving to grow, 

ever to think, 

ever to love ... 

 

never to shrink 



to an identification tag, 

a ballot slip, 

a vote of thanks, 

 a reserve card  for the Lord’s table  



MOMENTS 

Commended, Castlemaine Poetry Prize, 2012 

 
 

I can go out my front door, walk off 

retrace my footsteps, maybe find 

that thing which has just slipped my mind, 

 

can lose my keys, an earring,  

mobile phone, and soon replace; 

can drop an item, pick it up, refill its space. 
 

But 
 

the drop that coursed the waterfall 

can not flow up and start again, 

 

the slammed hard gate of wrong decision 

has no latch by which I can return, 

 

the offered chance   

unheeded fades to  

impotence. 

 

The word unsaid 

has lost its moment  

and is dead. 

 

A soul released 

takes but a light switch 

to be gone. 

 

A dot of time 

seals off our conduit, 

shuts the door. 

 

And that enlivening core,  

unpressurised by flesh, 

expanded 

to the size of light, 

can never more rewind 

back into the body 

that it wore.   
 

 



For The Love of Mike! 
Featured ‘Poet’s Castle’ reading, Castlemaine, 2012 

Written after calls by poets that they needed a microphone 
 

At Agincourt, King Richard said 

‘Once more unto the breach, dear friends, 

Or close the wall up with our English dead!’ 

No one heard him. 

For all those bones 

that were to come, 

those bowmen, halberds, cavaliers and pikes 

could not hear orders then 

without a roving mike. 
 

Friends, poets, audience, 

lend me your ears. 

(Without a mike 

I’ll need them in my hand.) 

‘Mike’ Anth’ny 

speaking of the fate 

of his assassinated mate; 

declaiming on about his pal 

murdered on the Lupercal 

in 44 BC  

- but really there to make his  plea: 

‘Hey, you guys, it wasn’t me’ - 

would very soon have got the chop 

if he’d fumbled for a prop 

and instead declaimed ‘Oh dear! 

 ‘Lend me your amplifying gear’. 

He could orate. 

Else for the lack of electriconical etcetera 

this speaker would have ended up 

a cadaver 

and not with Lady Cleopat-era 
. 

‘Is this a dagger that I see before me, 

its handle towards my hand?’ 

Asked poor MacBeth. 

‘Or is it but a micro’ of the mind,  

proceeding from this overheated ode? 

I have thee not, and yet I see thee still! 

Come, let me clutch thee …’ 

He couldn’t. 

Yet without it 

made such great receipts for Will. 

Euripides behind his Gorgon mask 



never had spectators ask 

speak up! 

We cannot hear your Thespian swells  

without a few more decibels. 
 

Nell Gwyn and Mrs Patrick Campbell 

(the  actress with the patriarchal P.R.) 

could make themselves heard  

very loud and cle-ar 

had better things to do with both their hands 

with princes 

than grasping stereophonic stands 

And Melba, 

when she grumbled   

‘Sing ‘em muck!’ 

she might just as well have sworn 

‘Oh, what the ‘f---!’ 

my colouras 

can tura as they like. 

There’s none can hear without an open mike - 

it hasn’t been invented. 
 

All who trod the boards 

pre-electronics  

had no problem with projection histrionics. 

What’s happened to the modern vocal chords? 
 

‘Every word 

must be heard  

by the little old lady 

at the back of the gallery.’ 

to get the cat-calls 

and the raillery. 

‘Slow the words 

down to two-thirds, 

boom from the bottom 

 of a full thoracic cavity 

like T.S Elliott’s McTavity’. 
 

And ‘Hear, O Israel!’ Or from where ‘ere you hail 

Get the wax out, 

clear the inner snail! 

Stiffen the sinews 

of both left and right meatus. 

A cochlea by any other name 

should hear as sweet 

within the walls of modern-day  the-atres. 



Collateral 
Heat runner up, Victorian State Library Poetry Slam, Castlemaine, 2011 

 

Age shall not weary them,   

the maidens never mothers,   

the mothers never crones   

seeding no wisdom down untended rows  

of lives because they grew not old -  

their fields left fallow.   

 

The women and the children of a war, 

unroused by calls to strife   

seldom euphoric at the bugle call   

just wanting to get on with life  

more than armoured men make up the toll  

now called collateral.    

 

Who sees the women’s scars   

hid under skirts,    

in wombs force-filled?   

below them  

cottons, silks       

as red as Flanders fields.   

   

Hell-shocked,   

they soldier on   

 

and fade.   

   

What trauma-camaraderie 

unfurls in their post-purgatory years? 

No body bags mark what has died in them.  

Old bags for use of - women are in war,  

the women and the children and the old    

that haven’t mattered in the count,  

and every eulogist evades.     

              

What special day, what prayers,    

what medal, march, address      

what proudly carried banner, piper’s keen   

acknowledges the manner of their fears?    

What minute’s silence honours labour’s pain, 

engraves a wall of names of babes  

who died within the bloodied trenches   

of their birth canals? 

 



Where are the cenotaphs -  

or more appropriate - where    

the pools, the dolmens or the caves    

to honour unknown women  

in their graves 

for giving life? 

 

The women and the children of a war,  

the years do not condemn. 

    

They just ignore.    

    



Highland Buck 
Commended, Castlemaine Poetry Prize 2011 

 

Lowland   

            Webster  

was a placid man 

of joviality 

who liked a quiet hame, 

enjoyed the game 

of life 

But when he took to wife 

the Campbell, he 

gave to his line her clan’s 

Highland crabit-irritability. 

So he stayed at sea. 
 

It’s well documented  that in a fight 

for  highland hearth or palaces 

the women wore the phalluses, but  

ossified by Knox-kirk, 

corsetted since Culloden 

and lacquered last with Anglic gung-ho-prim 

the feistiness of  Diarmid’s touchy* race 

- especially when wearing lace - 

 degenerated into peevish whim. 
 

The Webster brood drew quick 

on the verbal dirk: 

every daughter, every son, 

grew in grey buttoned-upness 

of puff and bone-stiff pride 

and Old Testament charade: 

knifed each by self inside. 
 

She, 

nine born, two in the bier, 

scolded and sulked and huffed 

her Highland ways, 

permeating the family unconscious for 

full forty thousand days. 

 

* Clan Campbell called itself the race of  Diarmid. Source: John Prebble, The Lion in The North, p 259. 
Henri Hubert, in The History of the Celtic People, Volume 2, p 271, says: ‘The Celts were a touchy race, 

and this sensitiveness was easily exasperated in company by exploiting  the memories of  old quarrels’. 

 



Full Fathom, My Fathers 
Published Poetrix, Issue 25, November 2005 

Featured ‘Poet’s Castle’ reading, Castlemaine 

 

Slap, slap,  

 lap waves against the ferry 

at Cowes pier, 

a seahorse tugging seamens' reins ... 

 In here, 

sway and swell, 

swell and sway, 

generations of salt water tide-tugs in my veins, 

ancestral anchors weigh,  

   roll on, 

    roll on, 

dim creaks, 

dim streaks of personality 

seep through old teak timbers 

heaved away  long ago from ancient moorings, 

past voyages,  

past lives, 

 that brought me here ... 

fraying ropes 

clove-hitched still to Irish coasts, 

       Scottish seas, 

      Cornish rocks, 

    bollards of heritage, 

lines of their hopes. 

 

Celt-fire below. 

Doused by dire necessity. 

Furnace for the mould of discipline, ship-shape. 

Lives below in the hold! 

So many main-sails furled with tangled lashing ... 

steered to dry dock. 

 

Still ... when the waves lap,  

    then the old map unrolls, 

          scrolls of breakers, breaking 

      hypnotically 

and pasts roll by in their wake ... 

         inner egos make 

        course for home 

  like an old horse, its cart. 

 

  The chart 



is in the blood ... 

arterial lanes. pre-memory, behaviour patterns ... salted into cells 

             preserved in lineage 

          and barnacled in bone. 

 

When I'm by the sea I'm not alone ... 

  relatives live round there. 

 I never knew a one of them, but  

 I breathe them in salt air. 

 



THE INFINITESIMAL SEED 

Published, Poets’ Union Anthology, Prismatics, 2008 

 

What is life-force? 

Show me the divine. 

 

It is the fragrance of a flower  

that follows through the  

cycles of its soul:  

the infinitesimal seed   

of sesame size, through mead  

and nectar, through the whole 

of all its aspects,  

live or dead  

or when again reborn.  

It is the light of dawn  

that flickers in the dark 

when eyes are closed. 

            

It is Eleusis
1
, Imbolg,  

Februata’s fever, 

- earth’s fire in the belly - 

the rising heat of Brig,  

Demeter’s dragons powering  

Triptolemeus’, Osiris’ and the Green Man’s  

energy of onset, 

stirring growth: 

new crops, new moons, new seasons 

twined together in a  

uroboric dance 

of all becoming. 

 

It is the red haired pups of Lupa, 

flowers of Anthesteria
2
, 

bees, chrysales, bucrania
3
, 

hybernation’s hatching.  

It is the murmuring 

within the seeming dead, 

the knowing when to  

move on cue, 

                                                 
1
 Eleusis: Greek centre of spiritual transformation through the seed cycle; Imbolg, Celtic spring. Demeter, 

Brig, Lupa and Februata: Greek, Celtic and Roman Goddesses of fire, spring and new growth 
2
 Anthesterias, early Greek Goddess of spring and flowers; Triptolemeus, Demeter’s son, and Osiris, gods 

of grain seed. 
3
 The bucrania, skull and horns of bulls, corresponds in shape to woman’s womb and fallopian tubes. 



on schedule, to transform, 

 the lifeless kern
4
 and corm  

into erectile green 

and scented hue. 

 

It is the light that shines 

dark matter from below. 

 

It is the joy that knows. 

 

                                                 
4
 Old English corn, kernel. 



And God Laughed 
Published Poet’s Union Anthology Ask The Rain, 2004 

 

Notice how God 

is never reported 

to have laughed? 

`And God laughed…’ 

No, its 

jealousy, wrath 

… all that stuff. 

 

Counselling Job 

- lamenting, poor bloke, 

from post-traumatic stress 

which he thought was a curse - 

God’s method was a telling off 

that made him feel worse. 

 

On the other hand, 

when Demeter was distraught 

at the loss of her daughter 

so that the whole globe 

became dysfunctional, 

a little goddess 

- Baubo, 

backer of bawdy jokes - 

whispered something 

(we don’t know what) 

and 

gave her a belly laugh. 

 

Demeter suddenly felt she could cope, 

the path 

to reconciliation opened, 

birds sang, 

clouds rained, 

plants grew, 

crops cropped, 

the land 

began to bloom 

and Persephone came home. 
 

* Baubo, Goddess of bawdy jokes, a little curly headed goddess the shape of a vulva on legs. For an 

illustration see Barbara G. Walker, The Women's Dictionary of Symbols and Sacred Objects [San 

Francisco: Harper & Rowe 1988] p235. 

 



Matrika 
Published Poet’s Union Anthology: From the Ananbranch, 2002 

 

In ancient times 

a  poet's nimble-fingered thoughts 

were honoured    

for the spells they wove with  

measured swoops of space, 

moulding the common yarn of every-use 

to cloth   

to hold an age forever. 

 Not only with good record 

but the mystic skill of rhymes. 

 

The ancient word: 

small scatters of the slip-stream dust  

flung off in  

slivers from the primal 

meteor of sound,  

combings of Aum caught up by minds  and spun   

upon  

the spindle-whorl of meaning,  

thought patterns slowly merging 

with the threads of wit and weird.   

 

When letters dropped  

from sound they fell as drops of milk 

from breasts in 

to the mouths of babes, 

nourishing the race 

softly as mothers’ murmurings, to spin 

the yarn 

of  symbiotic swaddling. 

Raw love  wrapped round with psyche 

mother-spell, shaped song and script. 

 

The shape of breath, 

the air within the pot of sound 

that merges 

with the air of ears 

in namings, is the power  

of the beginning; 

the awe 

of spell and canting magic;  

the weird of word, in opening 

the womb of consciousness. 



Both bard and birth - 

shape shifters of the glyph - 

create there in the forming round  

from ripples of their unstruck sound 

the river drift of myth.  

 



The House of Clocks 
Editor’s Choice Award  International Society of Poets Competition1996 

Published in the National Library of Poetry, U.S., anthology Portraits of Life, 1996 

 

I walked into a house 

of clocks and time stood still~ 

caught in the quick-quick tick 

against slow tock 

like ripples holding sunlight to a rock 

          in some backwater.  
 

Move on ~  look back ~  recall ~ 

forget the was and is 

of push-me-pull-you days, 

each moment's first ~ 

each moment's last ~ and every now is burst 

and past ~   remem~remember~member this. 
 

Time was when mine was like 

a house of clocks; where small lives turned against my cog 

and day was wound 

by hands that helped each other’s world go round 

and kisses chimed where cuckoo’s now the call. 

 



For God so Loved the World that He Showed it 
Published The Gathering Force issue August-December 1996, No. 7 

 

If God so loved the world 

why could He not 

forgive 

the sins 

that He himself  compiled 

instead of 

asking such a price 

as human sacrifice - 

his only son, at that - 

and let him live? 

He could have changed the rules, 

the bylaws of redemption, 

classified an exemption 

for the health 

of his own child. 

 

Why couldn't He 

say  ‘Hey!  

Hang on a bit! - 

This sacrifice 

this dire decree - 

who is it - 

 - who is it to? 

Some bureaucrat 

in kingdom come 

who has more clout 

in pardoning of sins? 

I don't need the publicity.  

I've got no competition, so 

what's this about? 

Who is this to? 

It's to - 

 it's - no - 

it's unto Me! 

That's kind of dumb. 

That takes the cake! 

 The whole communion-bloody cake 

 for Christ's sake! 

 (and so it is) 

If only I 

demand  my  boy must die - 

now heaven help me, why 

not call the whole thing off? 



 and show a good example of real love. 

 

And looking back, 

I did that for old Abraham's Isaac’.  

 



Virgin Birth 
Published Poetrix, May 1996 

 

Bush or sea 

releases me 

the timeless ‘I’ - 

the inner core 

that was a child, a girl, a person once before 

the days of mothering 

and doing-unto-othering 

built layer upon layer of unself 

    around it 

like a wandering twine of years 

draped round and round and shrunk by tears 

for all the might-have-beens and oughts, 

the strivings come to naught, 

till it does fit 

      me, thought and will 

quite like a second skin.   A shroud. 

Yes.  That is it. 

The `I' is dead. 

Mummy-fied. 

                 Until~~ 

the  incense of wet eucalypt, the tang of brine 

reconstitutes the spirit that has dried. 

The years uncurl to free the girl, 

the sheaf of unself splits, 

my self seeps out of it 

and me is mine. 

 



Geriatric Hospital 
Published The Gathering Force, 1995 

 

Age ... 

This is age: 

rocking chairs, cats on the hearth compressed into  

      bedsores. 

Body too big for diapers, 

mind shrunk in swaddling clothes, short circuited life-data wires, 

      ....  old linen. 

Age and infancy curdled 

      into one incongruity 

revolving on two-hourly turns. 

The dream 

 that death 

 is sleep, 

 and sleep 

 is death, 

shattered with thumps of inevitability, 

 breaks in the skin of perception, 

 a crease in the bed of recognition, 

 release in the head 

  by a vertigo 

       of blurred white clouds 

  that rumble, god-like over 

 - joins in the thread of mind-wanderings - 

  from another world, 

 today-world, busy-makes-the-world-go-round, 

 and  round 

 turning two-hourly, 

 lifting out of the fog, 

 the valley-of the-shadow-of-life’s 

   fog bed, 

 a rod-for-old-backs and the staff do they comfort me? 

 

On this, life revolves. 

For this, we evolved. 

  data feeds, fuses, 

  confuses 

 wet dreams  

  ... ‘have I done it, nurse? 

Perhaps it rained ...?’ 

 

We all do, 

have, 

or will. 



Swooping Gull 
Published LinQ, December 1995  

 

The day-star flutters white 

against the sky, 

flickers,   like a UFO is gone. 

The dark arc crescents, 

flattens, 

crops clouds close, 

shears the universe's head bald and blue, 

sickles a harvest of freedom. 

Flight. 

A   Y   arc, 

like the dark moon of a scythe swung by an unseen arm, 

in rhythmic sweeps 

clears pathways, 

swathes clearways,  

pre-computerised to farm the sea. 

The gull swoops 

hungrily. 

 



The Mothers    
Published LinQ 1995 

 

I feel Your energy  flowing through me -  

myself, my daughter, her daughter, we three: 

the holy Mother, the sap of the Tree, 

the One, primordial, first Trinity. 
 

I sense the circular time in Her play, 

a play of consciousness flowing two-way, 

~ myself to my daughter, my daughter to me ~ 

I see the beads of a great rosary 

strung womb to womb throughout infinity 

umbilical cord to umbilical cord,  far 

back through the Mothers,  far 

on through the Daughters, 

 we three, everlasting, the core. 
 

I felt the power of the Mothers through me -  

myself, my daughter, her daughter, we three: 

the holy life force, the snake round the Tree,  

the Apple, the Kore and Crone mystery. 

the One, primordial, first Trinity. 

Immortal Your river 

eternal Your wellspring 

of waxing and waning 

and waxing, a tide flow 

of changing forever the same. 

 



Nandi's Friendogs 
Winner, ‘Editor’s Choice’ Top Dog Award 

Published Top Dog December, 1995 

 

Kito has a curly tail 

and owns  a boy called Damien, 

his eyes pop out 

above his snout 

and he's half Pomeranian. 

 

Pee-wee is a little dog 

who dearly loves a cuddle. 

But if he's frighted 

or gets excited, 

then he makes a puddle. 

 

Larry is a hairy pup - 

he's an Australian Terrier. 

Although he's shy 

he likes to try 

to make his Master merrier. 

 

Dogface has a patchy face 

and chases sheep and rabbits. 

He's on the chain 

today again 

to keep him  from these habits. 

 

Dogs and digs and dags and doos 

we're all shapes and colours 

But we don't care 

if you are there 

to tell us we're good fellers. 

 



Nullabor 
Published The Small Times November 14

th
, 1989 

Written at the time of the 1975 Federal elections,  

when, following the Fraser coup d’etat and takeover of the Parliament, 

Malcolm Fraser’s Liberal Party 

defeated Gough  Whitlam's humanitarian Labour Party 

Fraser is the ‘tall man’. 
 

The people have no bread. 

‘Then let them eat yellow cake’, 

the tall man said. 

 

Die-back is killing. 

Young trees can't sprout. 

Roots wither! 

‘Lop them all out - 

the mistletoe's fed. 

 

The world of the people was meant to be flat. 

Except for the few who swell from its fat.’ 

 

Lush peaks of the plutocrats 

bar change-winds way. 

It is written, today. 

 

Nullabor, Nullabor. 

Many call, but few choose. 

Go and spread the bad news, 

the gospel of all multi-nationals be known: 

`If your son ask for bread, do you give him a stone; 

`Suffer, little children. Do not come unto me 

For my kingdom I'm holding the key'. 

 



The Gatherers  
Published The Small Times, November  1989 

 

They plod the plain for edibles, 

the women. 

Hard under their feet 

it pushes heel to tarsal, 

shin to knee, thigh to ileum 

and coxyx into lumbar spine. 

They ache. 

Their children cling around 

but do not learn the art  

                       of gatherers.  

They learn to ache. 

 

Enough food for the family, 

for the feast of homecoming 

man. 

Enough food must be gathered, 

as always, 

since eating began. 

 

Picking over earth for roots and grains, 

picking over stores to root for bargains ~ 

what change? 

 

They herd in dinning caves, 

above their heads, a vault of feet 

of other gatherer-women treads more concrete. 

That is their sky. 

Their sky is budgeted    

through windscreens and the tops of shops, 

has clouds of plastic credit cards 

and cumulous white accounts 

where no birds sing. 

 

No creatures scurry by their feet 

except their own dour kind. 

Upon the ponderous plains they plod 

in mournful wake, 

in tired 

check-out lines, 

in-communicado with the tribe, 

while children tug away 

and learn to ache.  

 



Sonnet Extempore 
Published LinQ, Vol 10 No 3, 1982/3 

 

We never can know how the tune will sound 

each time we play it.  My legato life 

may be too soft for your staccato:  rife 

with rhythms, drumbeats, thudding on old ground ~ 

the tightening hide of old feelings.  Pounding, 

paroxysmal, is your beat. 

One that strife has tuned against the ribs, like Adam's wife. 

And when that bow was fashioned, from a round 

of man, who knew if it would speed a hurt 

by coupling with an arrow's shaft?  Or else  

with violin to sing?  Our certainties 

are few.  So, should I choose to wait 

as understudy in the wings of fate, 

would you, love, wish to partner our duet? 

 



The Almond Tree 
Published Luna, Vol 1 No 3   1976 

 

Today I have remembered how when as 

a long legged child of twelve or so - who has 

not anything particular to do 

when school was over - how I'd hurry to 

the old dead almond tree beside the fence 

]and scramble up to lofty eminence. 

 

We had another almond tree that grew 

along the driveway of the house, a few 

yards form the gate - and any other time 

of day, of course, it was the best to climb 

and gormandize. But not late afternoon: 

not with a Goulburn sunset coming soon. 

 

All of my spare-time day was  always planned 

for this imperative appointment, and 

high in the branches of the barren tree 

I'd settle, unioned with eternity. 

There I could see beyond the edge of town 

the bare, buff coloured plains stretch down and down. 

 

I never cared how long it was - I'd stop 

up there until I saw the last red drop 

of sun absorbed, like water into sand, 

into the dust-dry, blotting-paper land; 

with just a spreading stain left on the sky, 

a spreading, blurring, evanescent dye. 

 

Days, like spent leaves, fall singly to the ground  

of our existence, heaping in a mound 

that settles, sifts, disintegrates, coheres 

into the image of our present years. 

And are they meant to disappear like breath 

all wasted in unressurected death? 

 Where has it gone, that self that used to be 

transfixed by beauty in an almond tree? 

The sun goes down alone.  Who now am I? 

Will other ‘selves’ of me be born to die? 

~ 

The cold, hard core of living, this it is 

that brings about the metamorphosis. 



Shipboard Farewells 
Published, The Victorian School Paper, September, 1965 

 

The great ship pulls out from the shore 

And rainbows joining friend to friend 

Grow thin, and slowly fade away 

As tightly stretching streamers rend. 

 

She opens wide her thousand eyes, 

And in the mirror of the sea 

Now gazes vainly, ere she turns, 

And leaving us behind, is free. 

 



Katherine 
Written the day after my daughter Katherine was born June 30

th
, 1959 

Published Australian Women's Mirror, June 1960 

 

You are all things newly born- 

Clear pink perfection, like the morning 

Sunrise. Like to it-aglow 

With untouched life; where no 

Thing yet is known, 

No winds have blown 

To mar the smooth serenity, the grace, 

The day-dawn, cloud-bloom freshness of your face. 

 

You are all things newly grown, 

Appeared from yesterday, unknown. 

The morning dew still on your hair 

You blossomed, spring-like, where 

No flower before 

Had been. I saw 

A rosebud newly burst from out its sheath-  

Your mysteries close-petalled still beneath. 

 

You are all things newly made - 

A melody inspired and played 

By love: the joy of notes first heard. 

You are a poet’s word 

Upon the pen, 

Dear babe. But then 

You are a song - the perfect end 

As in you now our words and music blend. 

 



Brutus is a Square! 
Performed in the revue Don't Quote Me, June. 1958 

& ABC TV revue Wild Life & Xmas Belles, December, 1958 

A satire on the Shakespearean Mark Anthony’s speech in Julius Caesar 

as if performed by ‘method’ actor Marlon Brando 

 

Friends, Romans, fellas, dig this, will ya. 

I come to nail up Caesar, not to hail him. 

Squares only know you as a third time loser - 

They never dig you as an apple once you're cold; 

That egg-head Brutus reckons Caesar was too much on the ball;  

Well, that’s too bad. But he got the pay-off 

Anyway, Brutus is a square. 

They're all squares! 

I come- to shake at Caesar's wake. 

He was my buddy, and a real cool guy 

But Brutus says he was a hot potato  - 

Brutus is a square. 

Caesar made bread for the top brass,  

I ask you - is that hep? 

He could pick it up and lay it down, he was an apple: 

A creep should be a real hard nose,  

But Brutus says he is a creep -  

And Brutus is a square. 

Cop a sneak at me on the Lupercal: 

Three times I tried to give him the trophy , 

And three times he goofed off : Was that hep?  

Yet Brutus says he was hep - 

And sure he is a square. 

I'm here to give you guys the jazz. 

TAKES SCROLL FROM TOGA    I got a rag with Caesar' s tag. 

I found it in his funk-hole. 

It's the, hand-out! 

    Caesar used to make you frantic 

Why don't you get with him now ? 

I don't dig you at all, it don't fit in with the beat! 

Caesar is a real gone guy,  

And Brutus is a square!  

 



Sunday Silhouette 
Published Overland, January, 1958 

Published Brisbane Courier Mail, November, 1995 

 

The church choir waits its introductory chord: 

then voices Sabbath righteousness abroad 

and Christian soldiers fight their weekly war 

as tone on tone climbs to the evermore. 

A Sunday sound  that somehow stirs the soul - 

as does all music - but an aureole 

of praise that lingers there 

hangs like a benediction in the air. 

Strong tones of tenors, baritones and bass 

chase one another in a  fugal race 

as, with weak altos and sopranos they 

cast off the common sins of everyday. 

For five or six days, forty hours a week, 

they tread the paths the righteous do not seek 

as businessmen, with mammon as their aim 

or labourers, who need it just the same; 

clerks, typists, shop-assistants, lawyers, wives, 

all wearing out their vastly different lives. 

On Sundays: they are worshippers. One creed 

to fit the contours of their varied need. 

Then afterwards, the few who meditate  

with true concern about their after-fate 

join with the footpath congregation in 

discussion of more pleasant things than sin 

while firmly on the mighty and the meek 

the stewards shut God's house up for the week. 

 



Almost Spring 
Published The Age, September,1957 

 

It’s almost spring. 

The bare, slim-fingered trees 

In unadorned attire - 

Grey nuns in vaulted  

cloistered - wait 

Their winter-pent desire. 

 

It’s almost spring. 

The moment of release 

Draws near, as every hour 

Buds burst with joy that 

overflows 

And spills into a flower. 

 

It’s almost spring. 

The air grows virgin-new, 

And there already one 

White blossomed tree goes 

like a bride 

To meet the warming sun. 

 



Weekend Shopping 
Published Overland, September1957 

Published The Age 

Published The Brisbane Courier Mail, October 1995 

 

Out of the houses - by buses and cars and overworked feet - 

down to the shops, the insatiable street 

pours the populace: 

clutching their notes be they mental or otherwise, 

clutching their kids who decline to go motherwise, 

down to the crowds and the crush and the clatter they 

go for supplies every Friday and Saturday. 

 

Out of the purses and pockets and bags pour money and bills 

into the cash-boxes, drawers and tills 

of the shopkeepers 

back to the purses of strangers,  eternally 

turning the cycle of commerce diurnally.  

Coins pulled from crummy, tobacco-lined pockets 

move on as change wrapped in lingerie dockets. 

 

Out in their cottons and nylons and silks and rags from appeals, 

court shoes and sandals and broken-down heels 

unrepairable: 

brides with the perfume of orange still lingering 

hesitantly all their purchases fingering, 

drabs with old prams full of babies and messages 

pausing to gossip of pre-natal presages; 

 

satchels and baskets and bulging string bags, their abdomens full, 

shopping jeeps rattling to push and to pull 

over guttersides: 

there in the jumble of budget-priced pondering. 

urgency's haste and amnesia's wandering 

everyone shoves, and the juice of humanity 

flavours the tang of suburban mundanity. 

 



Life 
Published Australian Women’s Mirror, July  1957 

 

Only to live, is joy indeed - 

To spend this time on earth - 

Such little time, yet all so full 

When once we gauge its worth. 

 

To feel the wind, and feel earth’s passion 

Like a rush of strings 

Which, surging with wild melody, 

Flies on, on fateful wings. 

 

To see the stars set in the sky, 

And winter trees, like lace 

Against blue satin softly laid 

To frame a young moon’s face. 

 

A life that’s ours, and ours alone, 

But is not cheaply given; 

To count the cost - or count the prize? 

To make our hell - or heaven. 

 



The Rooster’s Crow 
Broadcast ABC, May1957 

 

What a lonely sound is the rooster’s crow, 

Rung out on the hollow night, 

A defiant call through the silent dark - 

A filtering shaft of light. 

 

What a mocking sound to the sleepless one, 

A knell to his hours of rest, 

A tightening fear that the care-filled dawn 

Could break at the cock’s behest. 

 

Such a potent sound to dilute the dark, 

Though only the moon it hails, 

Like the restless cry of a night grown old 

And weak, as its black strength fails. 

 



Progress 
Published The Age, May 1957 

 

More spaces are dead, and their graves, like grey scars 

Disfigure the face of this unblemished clime. 

Change smiles - seeing more than the carnage which mars - 

As ghosts of the perishing hillsides nudge Time. 

 

Time, roused from her sleep of a million years, 

Moves on, half embarrassed, as Progress appears. 

Change kills with its shovel-shaped spears, and devours 

Eternity’s sameness in but a few hours; 

She laughs at what was and moves on with a smile -  

Knowing Progress and Time will at last reconcile. 

 



Of Love 
Published Australian Women's Mirror, May 1957 

 

It is too deep for thoughts; too great and full 

To hold within a word and gaze upon. 

It is the vast eternities of space- 

 Like time between a star, and when it shone. 

 

It cannot be enclosed within my heart,  

In all my body - even in the world - 

But, as a spring wells up from out the earth 

Into a river, nor can this be furled. 

Oh, dearest, this is not of mind, or man,  

This merging of two lives into a one; 

This overwhelming love of you and me - 

It is a little bit of God begun. 

 



Dawn and Darkness 
Published Australian Women's Mirror, May, 1957 

 

The dawn breaks softly, dear; 

The city’s hard grey lines grow young 

and new; 

The dawn breaks softly, dear, 

As breaks it in my heart when I see you. 
 

I tell the dawn our love, 

For it was born that pink and golden way. 

Our love was once a dawn 

Which ripened in its warmth into a day. 

 

Now night surrounds a star, 

And Heaven is there, awaiting us above. 

But, night is us apart - 

No heaven is more happy than our love. 
 



The Winter Hills 
Published The Age, April 1957   

 

Beyond, and still beyond, the winter hills 

lie hidden in a tangled, furry haze 

of grey, save where some autumn tree still burns 

the embers of its vanished summer days, 

or where dead gums stand upright for a span 

like bristles on some old, unshaven man. 

 

Like galleons nosing ways through reefs, great clouds 

glide carefully between the valley walls 

each searching for a passage for the sky, 

their open sea, unmarred by channel squalls 

and, rising in their wake thin tendril clouds 

wave like dead men already in their shrouds. 

 

(Frail ghosts in fiery agony entombed 

contorting to escape from Typhon's night 

of heat and darkness, longing for the sun, 

who've crossed the Styx and from its banks made flight 

all tired and dripping to these valleys  where 

they petrified into the freezing air). 

 

Quick rescue by the galleons lost, now they 

writhe in a purgatory of hope and fear 

and wail and tear their snow white hair and pray 

as Goddess Isis and the moon appear. 

White arms outstretched, she sets the lost ones free 

and draws them skyward to their liberty. 

 

Beyond, and still beyond, the winter hills 

lie sleeping in the hollow, frosted night - 

so chill the stars are shivering to touch 

the ice-cool crystal of its winter light. 

 



Kew Boulevard 
Published Australian Women's Mirror, March 1957 

 

How stagnant Time within a gun-tree stays, 

The same today as endless yesterdays; 

The glisten of a leaf, the fall of bark, 

And memories ruffle ages’ watermark. 
 

Two centuries ago the same tree grew 

Perhaps, a sapling, and its bark was new; 

Tall, black-skinned Adams walked upon this spot 

And of our coming knew, or visioned not. 
 

Knew not their watered hunting-grounds would be 

Oasis for the city-parched like me; 

A rendezvous for lovers in sedans 

Where “singings” wooed for millenarians. 

 

The speed-boats and the nylon reels now swish 

Where hollow lag and spear brought many fish, 

And young shoes tangle in the wire-haired grass 

Where ghosts of naked piccaninnies pass. 

 

What tales told round the barky mia-mias 

Lie buried with the coals of long-dead fires 

Beneath these branches where the red tips glow 

As glowed they here a creed and race ago? 

 



To Edgar 
Published Australian Women's Mirror, March 1957 

 

If I could tell you what you meant to me, 

I’d say ‘twas what the spring meant to a tree, 

When, from the sterile silence slept so long 

Its waking boughs burst into green voiced song. 

 

If I should name some creature to compare 

The tender comfort of the love we share, 

I’d name the clouds, whose outspread wings enclose  

The charms and follies of the world they chose. 

 

If our two hearts should beat a melody, 

 ‘Twould have the restless rhythm of the seas 

As wild as waves that merge and part, to leave 

The richest counterpoint that life can weave. 

 



Autumn Landscape 
Published Australian Women's Mirror, March 1957 

 

A sunset is an autumn leaf, 

Each Autumn leaf a fire, 

Red blood burning through it 

For a sacrificial pyre. 

 

Evening mists are melting smoke, 

Turned to cloud-breath soon; 

Morning dews are little stars 

Just fallen from the moon. 

 



The Woman 
Written while living in a hotel room 

Featured at Williamstown Book Fair, 1956 
 

She hurried over 

for the bus. 

Not with a vulgar, 

flurried fuss, 

But with a swift determination 

To reach by six her destination. 
 

The well-groomed hair-do, 

powder matt, 

The smooth velour 

of her hat - These told the mode her birth dictated, 

And marriage had perpetuated. 
 

A nursery with a 

rose-pink bloom, 

Her own sweet-scented 

powder room. Through music lessons, elocution  

So flowed her female evolution. 

 

A debutante, a 

night in June, 

A bride-white dream, a 

honeymoon, 

Secured in comfort and elation 

Her new domestic situation. 

 

Green-gardened pathways, 

white-rugged halls, 

Good taste, and muted 

coloured walls; 

Her housework an electric switch in 

Her spotless, chromium-plated kitchen. 

 

She would not bother 

to reflect 

Why God had chosen 

to select 

For her, a living made to measure 

To fit the contours of her pleasure. 

 

She was herself. That 

self serene 

 



No other person’s 

could have been. 

Her lot was thoughtfully conceived - 

In this, she thoroughly believed. 

 

She could not have been 

doled the life 

Of some - the harried, 

working wife -  

The husbandless on widow’s pension - 

On these she looked with condescension. 

 

They had a different 

type of mind, 

Not so perceptive, 

not refined, 

That served them as a kind of buffer, 

And so their feelings did not suffer. 

 

It was no use to 

wish them more. 

It would be squandered 

long before 

They registered the new sensation. 

They would not try to raise their station. 

 

No, never could her 

uncast soul 

Have been assigned some 

other role; some other script her mind be using - 

She found the prospect most amusing. 

 

The bus moved through the 

evening’s gloom. 

I hurried homewards 

to our room: 

The lino’d floor, the plaster peeling, 

The drapes our precious junk concealing. 

 

The half-dry washing 

strung in line 

Across a sagging 

piece of twine, 

The bags and trunks our home condensing,  

And all our some-time selves enfencing. 

 



Can fortune’s promise 

cheat and lie? 

Her youth’s conviction 

so had I. 

The only difference, I was seeing: 

mine was illusion, hers was being.  

 



A One-Time Thing 
Broadcast  3AK, December 1956 

 

Life like an ocean spills its drop 

into our chosen cup 

and troubles not with Fortune's winds 

that ever dry it up. 

 

Our will to watch with helpless eyes 

the mists of days be sped 

and tedium of time unused 

make all our living dead. 

 

One moment utilised is worth 

a host of wasted years, 

and life is such a one-time thing 

before it disappears. 

 



Spring Morning 
Written 1956 

Broadcast ABC, September 1956     

 

Day slowly woke to a dawning 

world that was fresh and blue. 

Her past drab schemes 

were like fading dreams 

of a night she hardly knew. 

 

Silent as clouds in the morning, 

soft as the dew-washed skies, 

the golden wing 

of a fledgling Spring 

brushed the sleep from Winter's eyes. 

 

Trees strain with life as the warning 

signs of their season rouse, 

till something cleaves 

and the green-tongued leaves 

tumble laughing down the boughs. 

 



Golden Dreams 
Published The Australian Women’s Mirror, September 1956 

Written aged 15, 1945 
 

In the glowing embers, 

There’s pictures to be seen - 

Gold that’s from he dowry of  

Some woodland fairy queen. 

There’s a cloud-like castle 

Of burning sunset gold 

Which cinder elves are leaving with 

Their spark lamps dead and cold. 

I’ll tell you where they go to 

When they have left the fire - 

Wrapped in a smoky mantle, 

And flying higher and higher 

They’ll find a fleecy cloud-bed 

And snuggle down to rest 

To wake, when at the sunset 

Some clouds are crimson dressed. 

Then with a small cloud feather, 

Dipped in a bright sunbeam, 

They’ll paint the other golden 

And fill them with a dream. 

 



The Trees 
Published Australian Women's Mirror, August  1956 

 

In verdant fullness, 

Brilliant as gems, the elm trees stand 

Beside the busy road - 

Lush as Summer, so mature and grand; 

But middle-aged and stocky; people who 

Should never wear the padded clothes 

they do. 

 

A gum tree gently sways, 

Seeming only one thing to my eye - 

A young girl, lightly clad, 

Stretching supple limbs to meet the sky. 

The wind runs fingers through her sunlit hair, 

And brushes till the red tints shimmer there. 

 



Evening 
Broadcast ABC, June  1956 

 

At evening, when the day begins to die,  

And mountains fade like ghosts into the sky,  

Pale darkness blows in softly on a breeze  

And night-eyes peep between the roofs and trees. 
 

A city steeple tolls its requems, 

And breaks the air into a thousand gems 

That shimmer at its feet, like stars on earth, 

And infant night steps shining to its birth. 
 

A million chiming messages of birds 

Ring back and forth their last remembered words, 

The air turns silver, wearing Luna’s stole, 

And beauty beats its breast within my soul. 

 



Mists of Memory 
Published The Australian Women’s Mirror, April 1956 

  

Memories wrapped in the mist - 

Soft-slippered ghosts, 

Step softly, keep no tryst 

With Past’s now formless hosts. 

 

Why prompt the past appear 

Once more to me? 

I feel, I see, I hear,  

Those things that used to be. 

 

Cool autumn’s wind still breathes 

A soft caress, 

And down through lacy leave 

Shine stars with tenderness. 

 

Oh steeple bells that sent  

Us oft away, 

Ring loud! Drown out torment 

From whisperings, I pray. 

 

I hear through time and space - 

“You loved me then”, 

And mists that veil your face 

Spring to my eyes again. 

 



Blue Smoke 
Published Australian Women's Mirror, April 1956 

 

Blue smoke - the grey of gumtrees on the hills, 

Mellow as the evening which it fills, 

Summer’s shade -the ghost of leafy days 

That haunts the Autumn landscape with its haze. 

 

Blue smoke - that soaks the afternoon with musk, 

Seeping into crevices of dusk, 

Mingling with the mists to smudge the sky -  

And fill the air with April passing by. 

 



Spider Webs 
Published Australian Women's Mirror, April 1956 

Published The Victorian School Paper, November1957  

Published Australian Women's Mirror, April 1956 

Published The Victorian School Paper, July 1965    

 

I ran to my garden 

One day when the fog 

Had rolled from the mountain 

And there on each log, 

Each branch of each tree 

Was beauty the gods would 

Have journeyed to see. 

 

I wondered how many 

Wee fairies had crept 

Into the trees, and 

Had peacefully slept 

And dreamed through the night, 

Till winds of the morning 

Had put them to flight. 

 

For there in the branches 

Were gossamer threads 

That sparkled and shimmered 

With fire darts of reds 

And gold-green and blue - 

The fine lace of moonbeams 

Encrusted with dew. 

 

So daintily patterned, 

And sewn with such care - 

Embroidered and jewelled -  

They hung everywhere, 

From tree and from log - 

The hammocks of gremlins 

Who sleep in the fog. 

 



Autumn  -2 
Published The ABC Weekly, March 1956 

 

The winds of March grow weary, letting fall 

the heavy weight of warmth that weight the all, 

full blooded summer hears a cool-voiced breeze – 

and velvet autumn treads beneath the trees. 

 

No more the seasons’ matron than their maid, 

she greets with poise their dew-strewn accolade 

reclines upon a moss-lined bough with care 

and with the wind, combs out her red-gold hair. 

 

The myrrh of morning mist anoints her feet, 

pale incense climbs the crisp new air to greet 

the patron of dead laves. And thus begun, 

frail autumn sparkles in the April sun. 

 



Traffic Buzzing in my Head 
Broadcast ABC, 1955 

Published Austin Scrapbook, December,1956 

 

I know that I have often said 

How much I’d like a week in bed, 

And with a rosy-coloured eye 

Had pictured bliss in - just to lie. 

 

To lie away from all the strife 

And bustle of a working life, 

To lie away from all the din, 

With time to drink the quiet in. 

 

But now I’m anchored to my cot - 

Oh, how I wish that I was not, 

As every second, past my room 

There goes the traffic’s roar and zoom. 

 

The squeaking of some unoiled crate 

Which tries, but can’t accelerate; 

The revving engines, tired and hoarse 

Which cough and splutter pidgin Morse. 

 

The arrogant young motor-bike 

Whose silencer has gone on strike; 

The iron grids that clang and buck 

Aboard a rattling ten-ton truck. 

 

What chance to read, or think or write 

With all this fracas day and night? 

Where is that peace I’d hoped to find, 

With traffic running round my mind? 

 

Bring back the roads of yesterday, 

When only horses passed this way. 

Their soft “clip-clop” like gentle rain 

Would soothe my parched and jagged brain. 

 

I’d wish for jail in Cooper’s Creek,  

Or hope to work an sight-day week - 

But nevermore, confined to bed  

With traffic buzzing in my head. 

 



Kitten Ming 
Published Australian Women's Mirror, December, 1955 

and Austin Scrapbook, May, 1957 

 

Little lightning flash, dear hide and seeker, 

Made of clockwork springs that are no weaker 

After hours through which you slip and slither 

Bouncing, dashing round  from whence to wither. 

 

Wicked angel, peeping round a doorway, 

Knowing how to make the world go your way, 

Inconsistent imp, so quaint and crazy, 

Blasé little snob, serene and lazy. 

 

Pleased to bite and scratch, or pleased to purr, 

Darling piece of  mischief wrapped in fur, 

Mighty lord of vanity and grace -  

How I love your pansy-petal face. 

 



Australian Christmas 
Published Austin Scrapbook, December 1955 

Broadcast ABC, November 1956  

Published Bohemia, December  1956  

Broadcast 3AK, December  1956 
 

Australian Christmas! Not the well-known scene, 

Yuletide white, the old world would convene; 

No freshly laundered backdrop, evening snow, 

Frames the roaring-red of fire glow. 

For here is Christmas in another light - 

New, unique - Australia’s copyright. 

Heat-shaken gum-trees, and a golden glare 

These the decorations that we wear. 
 

Tradition’s old clothes on so many things -  

Outworn and unsuitable - still clings. 

And so our mothers melt themselves away, 

Cooking towards summer’s hottest day; 

For even in our climate we must boast -  

Every family has its Christmas roast; 

And then - no matter how we may perspire -  

Rich plum pudding, drenched with brandy-fire. 
 

Enigma this, ironical perhaps, 

Customs here dictated not by maps 

But - something more. Or else why should there be 

Still the magic of a Christmas tree? 

And little sleepy eyes awake at night 

Hoping to see Santa Claus in flight? 

Yes! These reward our summer-sweltering haze-  

These, are our Australian Christmas days! 

 



Music 
Broadcast ABC, November 1955   

 

Intangible and fragile power, 

invisible as sound. 

The brilliant shadow of our lives 

that mirrors us around, 

 

Unseen, unsubstanced and unclothed, 

as pliant as a breeze, 

yet in our hands as delicate 

as leaves on autumn trees - 

 

as tender pearls of fallen dew 

that light a rose's heart 

which, cradled by the softest touch, 

like petals, fall apart. 

 

Ungraspable as is a dream 

yet quick as souls laid bare. 

A ghost who, haunting all our nights, 

on waking is not there 

 



Moonlight 
Published, Australian Women's Mirror, October 1955 

 

Sitting on the chimney pots, 

Chatting to the stars, 

Spilling molten magic 

On roofs and trees and grass - 

She laughs  

A silver laugh, 

That lilts and sings 

On silver wings - 

 Goes dancing high 

Into the sky 

And on the way 

Turns night to day. 

 



City Lights 
Broadcast ABC, August 1955  

Published Bohemia, February  1957  

 

Like an eye, the attic window 

stares and stares 

and in its bright black pupil, 

clear as glass, 

reflections of the city’s night life pass. 

Projects each image to its back-roomed brain 

and ponders on their meaning once again. 

 

Bright ideas that gleam and flicker 

back and forth 

through channels of its thought-ways, 

car lights move, 

but giving no solution, nothing prove 

and, stretching from pale house-glows to the sky 

the steadfast street lights ask a question: `Why?' 

 

Countless stars wink at each other 

knowingly 

behind the polished surface 

of the night 

and shine their answers to this underlight, 

a midnight mirror for the world to hold 

and in it see its replica unfold. 

Here below, each gleaming pin-point 

tipped with gold 

denotes not only lamps in 

bright-lit rooms 

to melt their cold, grey-gripping shadow glooms 

but, each one is a home, a family, 

a way of life, a world’s epitome. 

 

Beams in bright diffusion mingle 

light with light 

as life with life, and blending, 

form a whole: 

a city with its night-worn aureole; 

each galaxy its universal twin, 

each sky-lit star a separate world within. 

 



Beethoven 
Broadcast ABC, March  1955   

 

Nature your manuscript and time your quill 

to paint the scene below - 

enthroned upon the mountain-tops of life, 

you know what all the seers and prophets know. 

 

In vain my faltering pen aspires to pay 

the homage due to thee. 

Poor paltry words of mine, how can they say 

the least of what thy music says to me? 

 



Boronia 
Published The Age, 1954 

Published The ABC Weekly, September 1956 

Published Austin Scrapbook, September1957 

Published The School Paper, September 1965 

 

Spice-scented blossom, brown as earth, 

The rich earth whence it sprang - 

How from this tiny cup spills out 

So strong a bushland tang? 

A tang of ferns and eucalypt 

That fills the air a space 

Before the sun has dried the dew 

From off the morning’s face. 

 

A wattle-bark and dogwood tang, 

A redolence compound 

Of buttercups, and small white stars 

That daisy-dot the ground. 

 

Of golden mornings, golden trees, 

Of warmth upon the wing, 

The bushland’s fragrant metaphor 

and harbinger of spring. 

 



Sunset 
Published Australian Women's Mirror,1954 

Published Australian Women's Mirror, February 1956     
 

Long-travelled now, the weary sun looks down 

In thankfulness towards her mountain bed. 

She smiles, then hides a moment till we see 

That all her woolly cloud-clothes have been shed. 

 

Then shivering, her naked, golden form 

Sinks low into the hazy purple hush 

Of hilltops, where, encouched in dreamy bliss 

She sighs, and leaves the sky alone to blush. 

A cherub cloud, with soft, fair baby curls, 

Steals gently from the chamber where she lay, 

And whispers to the evening that she now 

May draw her gauzy curtains on the day. 

 



The Eternal Triangle 
Broadcast ABC, December 1954 

Published Austin Scrapbook, 1955 

Broadcast 3AK, March 1957 

 

Eternal Triangle 

And ceaseless round 

Of  breakfast, dinner, tea 

You have me bound. 

 

It’s eat, and buy again 

More food to eat, 

And never seem to make 

My own ends meet. 

 

I clean, scrape and slice,  

And place in pan, 

Some morsels meant to tempt  

The tooth of man. 

 

Then in a flash it’s eaten - 

I begin 

Clean and scrape the dishes 

It was in. 

 

And as I wash and dry 

I’m in the plight - 

Of what on earth to have 

For tea tonight. 

 

It’s breakfast, dinner, tea, 

Plan, eat - and then 

Clean, eat, plan breakfast, 

Dinner, tea again. 

 

Eternal triangle, 

Thrice mealéd life -  

Your prisoner I, since I 

Became a wife. 

 



The Patient’s ‘If’ 
Written for wheelchair-bound patients at the Austin Hospital 

Published Austin Scrapbook, December 1954 

 

If you can grin and joke when all about you 

Are eating breakfast with due stratagem, 

And there’s a notice on your bed-card reading - 

‘No nourishment till after 6 pm’; 

If you can sit on bed-pans and not grumble, 

When up-to-toilet is the general rule, 

Not even when the Honorary finds you 

Still sitting -nurse forgot - you feel a fool. 

If you can count injection holes with pleasure, 

And say: ‘They make me better every day.’ 

And never pull your arm away from needles, 

Or moan: ‘Why can’t they find another way!; 

If you can sleep on soundly when the night nurse 

Shines hourly torches in your lead-filled eyes, 

And wake and wash yourself with vim and vigour 

When dawn had barely bleached the eastern skies; 

If you enjoy your six o’clockish cocktails 

Of paraffin laced with a little ‘cas’, 

If you can do all this, there’s something wrong -and 

You should be in a hospital -alas! 

 



The Meaning Hour 
Broadcast ABC, June 1954 

Published Austin Scrapbook, December 1955 

 

This is as the world was meant to be - 

This sweet pre-sunset hour of thoughts and dreams, 

Of soft clouds and the birds, a windswept tree -  

All timeless things, immune from man’s rude schemes. 

 

Why not be for ever so ? No war 

To desecrate the earth’s sincerity ? 

Renounce its untrue idols! And adore 

The safeness of - the evening, you and me. 

 



Les Sylphides 
Broadcast ABC, September 1954 

Published Australian Women's Mirror,  March 1957 

Broadcast 3AK, April1958 

 

See how the whispered breath of violins 

Stirs up the spirit of each sylphide maid, 

As, hypnotised, they move like dreams awake 

Across the face of their enchanted glade. 

 

As light as mountain air, and smooth as streams 

They, blending, fading, float like ghosts entranced, 

Who have no will or purpose of their own - 

 Except to know the music must be danced. 

 

For music is the soul of all the arts, 

Compelling and unseen from age to age- 

And all these creatures of embodied sound 

Now etch its living image on the stage. 

 



The Present Moment 
Broadcast ABC, May 1954 

Published Austin Scrap Book, September 1956 

Broadcast 3AK, October 1956    

 

If life is locked behind Tine’s prison doors  

There’s no repeal - 

So claim each present moment for your own 

And make it real. 

 

Life is the great adventure - watch it come 

Or watch it go 

With minds not over-reaching, but with faith 

In ‘It is so’. 

 

Too quickly we will find it is too late, 

Too late we read into life’s lines their rhyme 

So live the present moment, ere it dies 

Unnoticed in the swirling stream of time. 

 



May Morning 
Published The Australian Women’s Mirror, May 1954 

and Austin Scrapbook, 1955 

and The School Paper, as ‘Winter Morning’ 

 

So cold, the wind’s breath turns to fog, 

And looming shadows slowly blend 

From shapes, to objects, and to shapes again, 

Then dimly disappear and end. 

 

So Earth lies sleeping in her soft grey bed, 

And all her creatures are her shadowy dreams - 

Thoughts drifting through her mind - 

All trees and sentient things, it seems, 

Embalmed in frosty stillness - dead. 

 

 



Autumn  -1 
Published Austin Scrapbook, May 1953 

 

Autumn is the oboe – bitter sweet, 

and sadly smiling, sings 

of sweet, remembered things 

that now retreat. 

 

Trees their naked arms outstretch and raise, 

in thin hands lingering 

a golden offering – 

a gift of praise. 

 

Incense slowly rising curls and weaves 

from faded, dying fires, 

the smouldering funeral pyres 

of burnished leaves. 

 

Lovely, though her naked form be dressed 

in naught but mists of grey, 

a flimsy negligee 

to wear to rest. 


